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STAR Read-Aloud Practices are evidence-based techniques 

used during book reading that build children’s foundational 

skills to ease the transition into formal instruction. 

Join educators from across the United States who are 

adopting STAR-Read Aloud Practices in their classrooms.

We are excited to share our newly re-designed read-aloud materials to 
better help educators and caregivers encourage young children’s attention 
to print. 

Registering for the full content is EASY and FREE! Get online access to:

•   STAR Read-Aloud Practices full professional development 
and orientation for Ohio Approved/Step Up to Quality 
(SUTQ) credit

•   Additional supplemental modules for Ohio Approved/
SUTQ credit

•   STAR book-reading calendar and print target list

Visit us at star.ehe.osu.edu to register!
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Interested in a  
private workshop 

for your 
organization?  
Contact us at 
star@osu.edu.

Find out more at 
star.ehe.osu.edu.

What are STAR Read-Aloud Practices?

STAR is a set of interactive and innovative read-aloud 
practices designed for educators and caregivers. STAR 
utilizes intentional read-aloud practices and mindful 
scaffolding strategies to strengthen young children’s 

knowledge and awareness of print. 

The STAR programs have adopted 
the name STAR Read-Aloud Practices 
following years of research that have 
demonstrated shared book reading 
as an effective means for advancing 
emergent-literacy skills.

Book & Print 

Organization
Print Meaning

Words
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STAR cards provide detailed 

techniques and examples to use 

when reading to children. We also 

provide reading logs to monitor 

your progress with each book and 

their print targets.

You can find pre-made and blank 

versions of the STAR cards and 

reading logs at star.ehe.osu.edu.

“This is a great way to engage  
families, foster parent  

involvement, and encourage  
specific strategies.  

With so many different skill  
levels in my classroom,  

I appreciated the differentiation 
with the STAR cards.” STAR Read-Aloud Practices are organized 

around high-quality, commercially-available 
storybooks that can be easily integrated into 

any educator’s daily routine!
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“As a teacher, I loved learning 
about the program and its focus on print. 

I am looking forward to doing it next year!”
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